ABSOLUTE SWING - PLASTERBOARD

Product Specification

Flush swing door model ERMETIKA ABSOLUTE SWING made of aluminum frame, wood door and hardware. Push and pull versions, left and right, for finished wall size 100-125. Aluminum frame 103x60 thick, perfectly fit for plasterboard structures thickness.

Passage Opening ____________

TECHNICAL SHEET

System components:

- 3 wooden spacers for squareness
- 1 accessories kit
  - Magnetic lock with traditional keyhole
  - Gasket foam anti-distortion
  - Hinges adjustable on 3 axis with pre-mounted insert on the frame and cover to hide screws

Set up:

The system comes ready for fitting a plasterboard structure, already set for sitting the frame in. It is mandatory to keep the system squared and fix it with appropriate tolerance in order to avoid vertical pressure, following accurately the technical instruction provided; after the system is set and plumb, put 12.5 mm plasterboard sheets on each side, using only the screws 3,9x19 provided. Once the system is installed, put plaster and level the flush with the wall side, using the net that protects against possible cracking of plasterwork, and plaster the internal side.

Swing doors:

- Mdf with pine tree frame door 42mm thick for pull version, 50mm thick for push version.

Door jambs and architraves:

- None

Accessories:

- Invisible white hinge
- Lock with plastic latch
- Lock with roll latch
- Recessed handle with lever
- Self-closing kit
- Invisible handle flush with the wall